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The microstructural changes and fatigue crack growth rates
induced by elevated temperature push-pull fatigue and creep fa-
tigue tests in a 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel have been examined using
optical and electron microscopy techniques. The only micro-
structural change noted was the development of dislocation sub-
structures in the proeutectoid ferrite. Creep fatigue tests
with a single maximum strain hold period per cycle created a
cellular substructure whose size was solely dependent on the
carbide interparticle spacing. Temperature and strain range
effects were noted on the dislocation densities in the matrix
which were generally consistent with work reported in the
literature. As there were no resolvable changes in the carbides
in the ferrite, it was concluded that there must be some change
in the microstructure on a finer scale, such as the early stages
of Mo-C-Mo cluster formation, which might explain the cyclic
hardening/cyclic softening response of the alloy. The fatigue
crack growth rate of the alloy was strongly dominated by the
hold periods imposed during the loading cycle. A single 0.1 hr.
hold period doubled the fatigue crack growth rate obtained for
a continuously cycled test and two hold periods per loading
cycle gave a four fold increase over the continuously cycled
crack growth rate. Although some temperature and strain range
effects were noted in the continuously cycled tests, they were
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2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steels have been used extensively in power
generation equipment for over twenty-five years. The alloy
system recently has received new attention due to its selection
as the structural material for steam generators in the Clinch
River Liquid Metal Cooled Fast Breeder Reactor (CRLMFBR) . Be-
cause the ASME Pressure Vessel Code requires that accurate
predictions be made for the high temperature fatigue life of
materials used in nuclear applications, Oak Ridge National
Laboratories (ORNL) organized and coordinated a series of creep
and high temperature fatigue tests on several different heats
of this alloy.
This thesis research has examined selected samples from the
ORNL test series using optical, scanning electron and trans-
mission electron microscopy. The effects of various testing
parameters on the microstructure and fatigue crack growth
behavior of the alloy have been examined and an attempt has
been made to quantify the changes observed. The purpose of
this work has been to better characterize the high temperature
behavior of this steel.
The balance of this paper will present the background of
past work on this alloy system, a brief outline of the labora-
tory techniques employed both during this investigation and by
ORNL, a discussion of the results obtained and conclusions
11

and recommendations. Appendix A provides a detailed, step-by-
step description of some of the more complicated specimen pre-





The selection of 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel for application in
the CRLMFBR was based on three primary criteria [Ref . 1]
:
1. Resistance to stress corrosion cracking
2. Fabricability
5. Acceptance by ASME Pressure Vessel and Boiler Code
Additional considerations included carbon transport (through
the liquid sodium to the stainless steel components in the
system), mechanical properties, wastage resistance, general
corrosion resistance and a successful history of applications
in conventional power generation equipment.
The research reported here has considered two separate
facets of the material's behavior under cyclic loading at
elevated temperatures:
1. Micros tructural changes induced by the testing condi-
tions
,
2. Environmental effects on fatigue crack prorogation
rates
.
Previous investigations of these two areas have progressed
more or less independently, and so the background for each




The long popularity of 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel for high
temperature applications stems primarily from its extremely
good creep resistance. However, there was a singular lack of
any firm understanding of the physical basis for this behavior
when the alloy was first used.
Two early researchers who investigated this aspect were
Baker and Nutting [Ref. 2]. In 1959, they reported a study of
the changes in microstructure, carbide morphology and carbide
chemical composition resulting from tempering both quenched
and normalized 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel. Tempering was performed
for up to 1000 hours in the range 400-750°C. Their work, which
employed transmission electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction
and x-ray flourescence techniques, revealed that the sequence
of carbide formation in the alloy was quite complex, and
involved several intermediate compositions. They also observed
different sequences depending on whether (in the case of the
normalized material) the bainite or proeutectoid ferrite was
examined. In the case of bainite, the carbides present before
tempering were c -carbide, ceraentite and M-C-. The c -carbide
transformed to ceraentite which then, along with the original
cementite, transformed partly to Mo
2
C. These two carbides
eventually converted to ^
2 Z
C 6 and tfien t0 the stable M 6 C • Tne
M-C- apparently transformed directly to M^C. The process
observed in the proeutectoid ferrite was much more straight-
forward, but proceeded at a slower rate, the initial Mo-C
changing to ^
2 3
C 6 anci then t0 M 6 C *
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Baker and Nutting postulated that the Mo
?
C carbides pre-
cipitated in the ferrite independently (i.e. without any inter-
action with the pearlite) and that they might initially appear
as coherent needles which would then coarsen and lose coherency
They suggested that the smaller, more finely dispersed carbides
might be highly effective at pinning dislocations at elevated
temperatures even though the hardness is essentially unchanged
by their presence.
In concluding their report on the aging response of the
material, Baker and Nutting made three other interesting
observations. First, the Mo-C carbides in the proeutectoid
ferrite, although only metastable, were very resistant to
change. Second, fringes of Mo
?
C carbides formed (in the
ferrite) at the edges of the bainite colonies. This was
explained as being the result of carbon diffusing from the
bainite into the proeutectoid ferrite which then became super-
saturated with molybdenum during cooling, especially near the
prior austenite- ferrite grain boundaries. Finally, they
determined that the alloy possessed the primary requirement for
extended creep life: a stable microstructure
.
The next important work related to the alloy system was
reported in 1966 by Baird and Jamieson [Ref . 3] . This paper
was one of a series by them which discussed the effects of
alloying elements in solid solution on the behavior of steel
at elevated temperatures, primarily above the blue brittleness
range. The strength of Fe-N, Fe-Mn and Fe-Mn-N synthesized
15

(as opposed to commercially available) alloys was evaluated at
temperatures in the range 20-6QQ°C, and significant strengthen-
ing was noted only in the Fe-Mn-N alloys above 400°C, which is
beyond the normal blue brittleness range of 200-300°C.
Blue brittleness is generally attributed to dynamic strain
aging. At elevated temperatures the diffusivity and thus
the mobility of solute atoms is increased. When the material
is deformed, dislocations move through the structure at some
average velocity. If the temperature and strain rate conditions
are such that the solute atoms can impede the motion of the
dislocations, dynamic strain aging occurs. At temperatures
below the blue brittleness range the solute atoms are too
immobile to interact dynamically with the dislocation. At
temperatures above the blue brittleness range the solute atoms
move easily with the dislocations. In either case the solute
atoms cannot as effectively impede the dislocation motion.
A more complete description of this phenomenon is given by
Reed-Hill [Ref . 4]
.
Baird and Jamieson ascribed this strengthening effect to
the interaction of Mn-N pairs and clusters with dislocations
in the microstructure and termed the process interaction solid
solution hardening (ISSH) . They postulated that the high
temperature strengthening might be explained by one or more
of three mechanisms:
1. A temperature-insensitive solid solution hardening,
16

2. An extension of the blue-brittleness strengthening
range if the substitutional solute atoms slowed the movement
of interstitials
,
5. A separate high temperature strain aging effect sup-
lied by Mn and N.
Their data suggested that two mechanisms were involved. First,
Mn-N pairs and clusters formed, extending solid solution harden-
ing to higher temperatures. This would result from a reduction
in the mobility of the Mn atoms by combination with the N atoms,
slowing diffusion and therefore also the precipitation rate of
semicoherent nitrides in the proeutectoid ferrite. Second,
the Mn atoms raised the blue-brittleness temperature range by
slowing the migration of nitrogen atmosphere around moving
dislocations
.
In summary, it was noted that the strengthening of the
binary alloys (Fe-Mn and Fe-N) was negligible compared with
the ternary alloy.
In 1972 Baird and Jamieson reported similar work on
synthesized alloys containing Mo and Cr [Ref . 5] . They noted
the same kind of strengthening mechanism observed earlier in
the Fe-Mn-N alloys. The effects were more pronounced in the
Fe-Mo-C and Fe-Mo-C-N alloys, which was thought to be a result
of the stronger mutual afinity of molybdenum for either carbon
or nitrogen relative to that between manganese and nigrogen.
The results of this work can be summarized as follows:
17

1. Fe-Mo-C alloys showed the highest rate of strain hard-
ening in the dynamic strain aging temperature range.
2. Fe-Mo-C alloys showed a distinct rise in yield stress
above 400°C.
3. The binary alloys examined showed no serrated yield
behavior
.
4. Cr did not produce as pronounced in ISSH effect as Mo.
Cr is a more aggressive carbide former and may be a slight
more mobile sustitutional atom than Mo.
In a companion work to reference [5] , Baird and Jamieson
investigated the creep strengths of their synthesized alloys
[Ref. 6] and again compared the response of pure iron with bi-
nary, ternary and quarternary alloys. Creep rate was plotted
against time on log-log coordinates to simplify determining the
durations of primary, secondary and tertiary stages of creep.
An advantage of this technique is that the exponential relation
between creep rate and time can be easily evaluated for the
primary stage. During primary creep, log (strain rate) de-
dreases linearly with log (time at load and temperature) for
constant-load creep tests on many materials. The slope strain
hardening in the alloy under study.
It was found that the binary alloys exhibited more or less
classical primary and secondary creep stages with some solid
solution strengthening observed although it was generally minor.
The behavior of the ternary alloys was much more complex. The
Fe-Mn-N alloys had significantly higher initial creep resistance
18

Comparing two Fe-1% vln Alloys, one nitrogen free and one with
0.008°sN, the binary alloy reached secondary creep after about
400 hours while the ternary alloy tested at twice the load
had not reached secondary (steady-state) creep after 800 hours.
Additionally, the strain rate fell more rapidly in the ternary
alloy than in the binary alloy during the primary creep stage.
The log (strain rate) - log (time) plots were also significantly
different, the ternary alloy curves having up to three straight
line portions. Baird and Jamieson theorized that changes in
active strengthening mechanisms might be one explanation of
this anomalous creep behavior. The Fe-Mo-C alloys seemed to
strain harder even faster in the primary stage, approximating
logarithmic creep behavior.
One other experiment carried out was a creep test on a
Fe-1 Mo-. 01 C-.001 N pre-aged for 250 hours at 550°C. The
noticeably lower creep resistance relative to the unaged alloy
was suggested to be due to the depletion of carbon and nitrogen
in solution prior to the creep test. The authors stated that
such an effect would probably take much longer in a commercial
alloy since the carbon content would be an order of magnitude
higher. The commercial alloy would have both cementite colonies
which could dissolve to provide additional carbon and a higher
level of carbon supersaturation in the proeutectoid ferrite.




1. Initial creep strengths were due to ISSH.
2. Solute atoms remained in solution far longer than
originally expected.
3. Pre-aging the synthesized alloys removed solute atoms
from solution and lowered strength.
*« The long term creep resistance for the synthesized
alloys resulted from a fine dispersion of second phase par-
ticles in the ferrite.
Several studies have been performed on the elevated tempera-
ture behavior of commercial 2 1/4 Cr- 1 Mo steels since 1972.
Bynum, et. al
.
[Ref. 7] found that primary stage creep behavior
was very nearly logarithmic, a result consistent with Baird
and Jamieson's work. Jaske, et. al. [Ref. 8] examined tensile
properties at elevated temperatures. Booker et. al. [Ref. 9]
compared creep ductility data for several high temperature
structrual materials including 2 1/4 Cr 1 Mo steel.
One of the more active researchers has been R. L. Klueh.
In 1975 he and Leitnaker [Ref. 10] conducted experiments on
the alloy's thermal aging and decarburization response. Samples
were aged in an inert atmosphere at 566°C for 26,500 hours
and the carbide morphologies, distributions, and chemical com-
positions were evaluated at various points in the aging process.
Their results were consistent with those reported by Baker and
Nutting concerning the sequence of carbides formed.
Subsequent work by Klueh [Ref. 11] noted a strong dependence
of the material properties on whether the alloy was fully
20

annealed or normalized. The normalized material exhibited
higher dynamic strain aging peaks and ISSH behavior over a
wider temperature range. Based on this research, Klueh made
several conclusions which supported the earlier work of Baker
and Nutting and Baird and Jamieson:
1. The Mo 9 C carbides, while not absolutely stable in the
proeutectoid ferrite, resist dissolution during thermal aging.
2. ISSH becomes an active mechanism prior to completion
of the precipitation process for Mo-C carbides. In fact, the
microstructural features associated with ISSH may be analogous
to GP I zone formation in Al-Cu alloys.
3. The temperature range over which ISSH is active is
governed by diffusional nucleation and growth principles. The
region of the micros tructure near the pearlite (or bainite) -
proeutectoid ferrite interface has a relative greater concen-
tration of both carbon and moybdenum. Thus, the precipitation
of Mo 7 C carbides can proceed at a faster rate in these areas
and ISSH effects would therefore be present at lower tempera-
tures and would persist for shorter periods. This enhanced
precipitation was noted by Baker and Nutting [Ref . 2]
.
4. The starting microstructure in both the annealed and
normalized conditions is about 80 percent proeutectoid ferrite
and since the formation of Mo
2
C carbides nroceeds at a slower
rate in the proeutectoid ferrite, it can be asserted that the
favorable high temperature properties of 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel
are controlled bv the ferrite. This is consistent with similar
21

observations made by Baker and Nutting [Ref. 2] in their com-
parisons of the creep strength of quenched and tempered vs.
normalized and tempered 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steels.
In a companion work to reference [11] Klueh examined the
creep behavior of annealed 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel [Ref. 12].
Using the same heats of material subjected to the same heat
treatments, he noted anomalous (non-classical) creep behavior
with two steady state creep stages.
Classical creep behavior is described as having three
phenomenologically distinct phases. In primary creep, the
creep rate decreases with time due in large measure to the
development of a higher dislocation density in the material
and a reduction in dislocation mobility. During secondary
or steady state creep, these strain-hardening mechanisms are
balanced by various softening mechanisms in the material. As
this balance is lost and the material Drogressively softens,
tertiary creep is reached and rupture ultimately occurs. The
softening during secondary and tertiary creep stages of the
material can be the result of precipitation, corrosion,
microvoid coalescence and/or localized necking. A more de-
tailed description of creep can be found in Hertzberg [Ref.
13].
Figure 1 compares a classical creep curve to one repre-
senting the non-classical behavior observed by Klueh for
annealed 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel. As noted previously, an alloy's
creeo behavior is directly related to its microstructural
22

stability, and annealed 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel is in a meta-
stable state. Klueh postulated that his non-classical creep
was related to that observed by Baird and Jamieson [Ref
. 6]
and explained it as follows:
1. Initially the Mo-C clusters interact with dislocations
to form resistive atmospheres and produce an approximately
steady state creep phase.
2. This continues until they form larger clusters which
coarsen and begin to evolve as rather larger and more immobile
second phase particle. The Mo-C clusters are thus removed
from the dislocations, which in turn gain mobility. This is
reflected as a pseudotertiary creep stage.
5. Finally, the semicoherent Mo-C carbides lose coherency,
greatly reducing their surrounding strain fields. These car-
bides are fairly stable and the now precipitation hardened
steel exhibits a second steady state creep phase, albeit at a
higher strain rate.
Unfortunately, Klueh did not report any transmission
electron microscopy that might have verified his conclusions
and his proposed explanation has been questioned in a recent
paper summarized below. It should be emphasized, however,
that while his Droposed physical mechanism may not be accurate,
the observed non-classical behavior is generally consistent
with the work of Baird and Jamieson [Ref. 6] and is quite
possibly representative of the material's creep response under
the given test conditions.
23

Klueh's description of the phenomena contributing to the
non-classical behavior was challenged by Jones and Van Den
Avyle [Ref. 14]. They examined the structure of aged, creep
tested and fatigued specimens taken from the same heats of
steel studied in this thesis research.
The work they performed showed that the rod-like or aci-
cular M
?
C carbides in the proeutectoid ferrite were represen-
tative of only one morphology found for the precipitates in
2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel. Specifically, Jones and Van Den Avyle
noted the presence of more or less spherical Mo
?
C carbides
decorating the dislocations in the steel, which appeared after
very short periods ( 2.5 hrs
.
) of fatigue testing at 593°C.
These Mo^C carbides were not seen in other thermally aged or
creep tested materials even after 804 hrs. at 593°C. These
observations led them to conclude that Klueh's assumtions
concerning Mo 9 C precipitation during creen were not valid.
Based on their study, Jones and Van Den Avyle concluded that
even if Mo-C clustering had occurred, no critical sized Mo
?
C
nuclei would have formed during the creep tests.
Thus, dispersion hardening could not be the mechanism
involved in the second steady state creep stage. Instead
they proposed that a form of solute drag mechanism involving
Mo-C was responsible for the first steady state creep stage
and that ISSH was the controlling mechanism for the second.
It was reasoned that Mo-C nairs are the first agglomera-
tions to form in the ferrite matrix. Using an average mobile
24

dislocation density, they were then able to calculate a range
of strain rates for a given temperature within which the drag
effect could be expected. For lower strain rates, the Mo-C
pairs diffuse without causing dislocation drag. For higher
strain rates the dislocations break away from the Mo-C pairs
easily and again no drag is induced.
Plotting the minimum creep rates observed by Klueh for his
non-classical creep results, Jones and Van Den Avyle found
that they fell within the ranges where the drag effect would
be active. It was concluded that this mechanism was a more
appropriate explanation of Klueh's first steady state creep
stage.
Toward the end of their paper a discussion of the extreme
stability of the proeutectoid ferrite microstructure was pre-
sented. Molybdenum and carbon atoms interact strongly with
dislocations and with each other. It is likely therefore
that Mo-C pairs form preferentially on dislocations. These
atom pairs are highly effective at pinning dislocations. As
dislocations move through the lattice, Mo atoms are nulled
along and can combine with Mo-C pairs to form clusters. These
clusters are highly immobile, stable enough to inhibit Mo diffu




This mechanism also helps to explain another facet of the
high temperature behavior of 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel. After





19] reported the formation of M C carbides in
the ferrite. These particles were found to contain significant
quantities of Fe and Cr in addition to Mo, consistent with Baker
and Nutting's findings [Ref. 2]. The M
2
C carbides formed during
fatigue tests however are alomst entirely Mo-C. Molybdenum's
diffusivity in iron is fairly low; thus, it is apparent that
the shuttling of dislocations through the lattice during fatigue




Finally, Jones and Van Den Avyle characterized the fatigue
and creep fatigue behavior of the alloy. Their results were
similar to those of other researchers [Ref. 15, 16] however,
they provided the most detailed description of the microstruc-
tural changes involved, which can now be summarized.
1. The initial softening in fatigue is due to the loss of
free Mo-C pairs as larger clusters form. This is most likely
the result of a Mo-C solute drag type interaction with mobile
dislocations and the sweeping of molybdenum atoms through the
matrix by these dislocations.
2. These Dersistent, metastable Mo-C-Mo clusters in the
ferrite decorate dislocation lines and attain a critical size
for Mo-C nuclei much sooner under cyclic loading. Spherical
Mo -C carbides, distinct from the acicular M-C carbides present
in the Droeutectoid ferrite in the as heat treated material,
while resolvable after very limited cyclic loading, were
not encountered after nearly 1900 hrs . of thermal aging or
26

creep testing. This reinforced the concept that the shuttling
of dislocations during fatigue testing provided the necessary
transport mechanism for the formation of these particles.
The most recent work on this alloy was reported by
Challenger, et. al. [Ref. 17]. They investigated more of the
samples from the series run by Mar Test, Battelle (Columbus),
and Oak Ridge and addressed the question of whether creep
fatigue interaction or environment fatigue interaction was
responsible for the greatly reduced fatigue life (in cycles
to failure) for specimens tested with hold periods at maximum
strains when compared with the fatigue life for a continuously
cycled specimen at the same temperature.
One effect of the hold times reDorted is an acceleration
of the precipitation of Mo
?
C carbides in the ferrite. This
infers that the effects of ISSK are largely eliminated, an
assertion based on comparisons of specimens from three heats
of 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel, two standard commercial heats and
the other a low carbon heat. It was found that with very
short (.01 hr.) hold times the number of cycles to failure in
the standard heats was very similar to that of the low carbon
heat. One other general trend noted was that at temperatures
above about 538°C ISSH was not an active mechanism due to the
more raoid formation of Mo^C. This again was based on the
negligible differences in fatigue life between the standard
and low carbon heats above that temperature.
27

C. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH PATE
Previous work on corrosion enhanced fatigue crack propaga-
tion has generally examined aqueous and aggressive gaseous
(e.g. flue gases) effects qualitatively and discussed the re-
sults from an empirical correlation approach. The effects of
high temperature oxidation on crack growth rates for low alloy
carbon steels and development of plausible physical mechanisms
for the phenomenon have received much less attention however,
so this portion of the background review will necessarily be
more general than the previous discussion on microstructural
effects
.
Studies of environmental effects on fatigue crack growth
are multivariable exercises. Base line behavior in inert
atmospheres must be determined; environmental conditions
(temperature, pressure, pH, active elements) must be evaluated;
microstructural aspects (grain size, alloy composition, mor-
phology) can affect the response; and loading parameters
(wave-form, frequency, strain range) are also factors. While
it is generally agreed that even mildly aggressive environments
can modify fatigue crack growth rates, the exact physical
mechanisms are largely unknown. There are some observations
which do appear to be germane to the process however.
Evaluating fatigue crack growth rates is often accomplished
using precracked fracture toughness specimens which are fatigue
tested in an axial fashion, the so called mode I with loading
applied perpendicular to crack opening. A more complete
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description of the procedures can be found in Hertzberg [Ref
.
13].
One common analytical method for analyzing the data is to
plot the log of the crack advance rate per cycle (da/dN) vs.
the log of the stress intensity factor range imposed on the
specimen. In his work, Marcus [Ref. 19] employed a slight
modification of this by plotting log da/dN against the log of
the maximum stress intensity for a pull-pull type test with a
zero load ratio (0 to tension loading) conducted in an aggre-
sive environment. He then performed constant load tests in




the mode I stress intensity. These plots are re-
produced here as Figure 2. His intention was to show the
relation between stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and corrosion
fatigue crack growth rate.
Figure 2. a. reveals three regions for constant load tests.
Region I corresponds to the onset of SCC, with Kj S £ C the thres-
hold stress intensity value. Region II shows a relatively K
insensitive behavior suggesting that some transport mechanism
for the reactive constituent of the gas is controlling growth.
Region III is dominated by fracture toughness considerations.
K If is the plane strain fracture toughness.
The curves in Figure 2.b. can also be treated as having
three separate regions. Region I is again a threshold region,
Region II conforms to the Paris Law for fatigue crack propagation,
and Region III is governed by fracture toughness as before.
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The significant point here is that an environmental effect
can be observed below Kj
scc
, which implies that superposition
of SCC effects on the nonenvironmental fatigue behavior will
not accurately model material behavior under both conditions.
Marcus next examined some specifics concerning gaseous
effects, and although his discussion most directly applied to
room temperature corrosion enhanced fatigue, some interesting
points were made concerning physical mechanisms involved in
the process which may be relevent to the situation studied
here
.
In order for gaseous environments to influence fatigue
crack growth, the gas molecules first must be physically ad-
sorbed onto the surface. This has to be followed by chemical
adsorption and molecular dissolution to permit atomic chemical
adsorption. The active element atoms can then find their way
to the interior of the material through one of several
mechanisms
.
The most obvious (and slowest) transport mechanism is
normal diffusion. Other work by Morris [Ref. 20] and Marcus
in concert with others [Refs. 21, 22] has suggested that the
diffusion distances involved are significantly greater than
normal diffusion lengths. These assertions were based on
comparisons of plastic deformation behavior of the material
near the crack for tests conducted in inert and aggressive
environments. This enhanced transport is thought to be the
result of an interaction of the impurities and dislocations
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at the crack tip in one of two ways. First, diffusion could
be enhanced by the existence of preferential paths. This so-
called dislocation pipe diffusion could occur along grain
boundaries or dislocation tangles in the cell substructure at
the crack tip. These tangles have been observed in iron by
Avratani, et. al [Ref. 23]. Second, the impurities could be
swept into the interior of the plastic zone ahead of the crack
tip by mobile dislocations. In the papers referenced above
this second mechanism is postulated to be the most likely one
involved, although the transport may be dependent on both
[Refs. 22, 24].
The exact mechanisms of the effect of these impurities on
the fatigue crack growth are not understood. However, it has
been theorized that the gas atoms strengthen the plastic zone
by some sort of dislocation pinning process. This would tend
to reduce the plastic deformation at the tip resulting in an
increase in fatigue crack growth per cycle.
In summary this particular approach to the issue can be
outlined as follows:
1. Gas atoms must be adsorbed onto the surface for en-
vironmental effects to occur. The primary effect is to provide
the crack tip with a fresh supply of active elements.
2. The gas atoms diffuse to the interior of the plastic




5. The impurity atoms reduce the plastic deformation at
the crack tip and this lower ductility is seen as an increase
in fatigue crack growth.
The deleterious effects of oxygen on high temperature
fatigue crack growth has been studied by a number of researchers
for stainless steels [Ref s . 25-28] and low alloy carbon steels
[Refs. 29, 30, 31]. There is general agreement that the dif-
fusion of oxygen into the crack tip plastic zone reduces plastic
deformation and thus increases fatigue crack growth rate. All
of these studies noted a strong dependence of fatigue crack
growth on the potential of oxygen in the test environment.
For example, tests run on low alloy steels in inert atmospheres
at temperatures in the range 500-600°C with and without hold
times showed essentially the same fatigue life as tests run in
air at room temperature [Refs. 30, 31]. These results lend
credence to the general theories of environmentally assisted
fatigue crack growth in low alloy steels presented, however





The specimens examined in this work were taken from a
series of high temperature fatigue tests cooperatively under-
taken by Mar Test Inc.,Batelle (Columbus) Laboratory, and
Oak Ridge National Laboratories on 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel.
Although three different heats were used in the original series
only a portion of those specimens machined from Babcock and
Wilcox heat 3P5601 were studied here. The hour-glass shaped
specimens were machined from one inch plate which had received
an isothermal anneal as follows: austenitized at 927 ± 14°C
for 1 hr., cooled to 704 ± 14°C at a maximum rate of 83°C/hr.,
held at 704 ± 14°C for 2 hrs
.
, and cooled to room temperature
at a maximum rate of 6°C/min. Table I lists the composition
of the subject heat. Additional information on the specimen
geometry and testing conditions has been reported by Brinkman,
et. al. [Ref . 16]
.
The specimens were all subjected to fully reversed, axial
push-pull, strain controlled cyclic loading oerformed on
closed loop electrohydraulic fatigue testing machines. The
hourglass gage lengths were maintained at the desired tempera-
tures by induction heaters. Each test was instrumented for
stress, temperature, diametral strain, time and number of
cycles to failure. Triangular strain vs. time wave forms
were employed both for continuously cycled and creep fatigue
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tests. Hold times for the creep fatigue tests were imposed at
the maximum strains in tension, compression or both. Figure
5 shows typical strain vs. time plots and stress/strain hyster-
esis loops for each of the four types of tests made. Table II
lists each specimen examined during the course of this research,
the oertinent test data for each, and the types of observations
performed for this study.
The as heat treated material was characterized using optical
metallography and transmission electron microscopy of carbon
extraction replicas and thin foils. This was done to provide
a basis for determining the raicrostructural changes effected
by the various testing conditions. The as heat treated material
was considered to be accurately represented by samples taken
from the large end of one of the continuously cycled specimens;
this region was neither heated nor loaded during the test.
The fracture surfaces were cut from the specimen halves as
near to the lowest point of the fracture as practical. Some of
the fractures were mounted for fractographic examination using
a Cambridge Stereoscan scanning electron microscope. Prior to
mounting, the majority of the surfaces were cleaned with an
inhibited HC1 solution to remove the heavy oxidation in order
to reveal more fracture surface detail.
Fine striations were first observed by ZaDple and Worden
[Ref. 32] in 1951 as a characteristic of some fatigue fracture
surfaces, but it was almost ten years before a correlation
between striation spacing and fatigue crack growth rate was
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obtained. This link was reported by Forsyth and Ryder in 1960
[Ref. 55] and further substantiated by them in 1961 [Ref. 54].
They noted a one to one correspondence between the number of
loading cycles experienced by the material and the number of
fatigue striations observed in a precracked specimen. They
also stated that larger strain ranges gave wider spacing in
the same material.
The striation spacing was measured for several elevated
temperature fatigue tests on the material. The procedure
for these measurements was as follows: Several photographs
were taken using the scanning electron microscope of each
fracture surface at about 500X to 1000X and at various radial
locations from the apparent final fracture region, generally
located near the center of the specimen. Measurements were
then made using a line intercept technique of the striation
spacing for each region of each specimen and the average
maximum and minimum values for each region of of each specimen
were tabulated. Approximately 1000 separate readings were
made during this phase of the research.
Comparisons of spacing data between specimens were made
using the minimum spacings obtained. Most of the fracture
surfaces exhibited highly featured topographies indicating
multiple, non-coplanar fatigue crack initiation sites. The
crack geometries for each specimen and thus the stress inten-
sities at the crack tips would more probably be similar from
sample to sample early in the fatigue crack growth stage.
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Accordingly, comparisons between specimens to evaluate the
effects of the testing parameters were made using the minimum
spacing values obtained, that is, the measurements made near
the specimen surface.
After calculating a standard deviation for each mean spac-
ing, 9 5% confidence intervals were determined for each test
pieces minimum average value using the Student's t distribu-
tion. Details of this calculation are outlined by Spiegel
[Ref. 55]. Statistically, there is a 95% probability that the
actual mean lies within the interval which is based on the
observed mean and the sample standard deviation.
The material adjacent to the fracture surface for each
specimen was mounted, polished and then etched for 8 seconds
in 2% nital for optical metallography. This phase of the
research was performed on a Zeiss research optical microscope.
Once the optical microscopy was completed, carbon extrac-
tion replicas were obtained from the metallographic surfaces.
The carbon layer was deposited in a Fullam evaporation chamber
and the replicas floated off in a 20% nitric acid in ethanol
solution.
Thin foils were prepared using a modified Buehler Electromet
let thinning aoDaratus and a Fischione specimen holder. A 5%
perchloric -95% glacial acetic acid electrolyte was used at
room temperature with a cell potential of 70 VDC . The specimens
were mechanically ground to about .004 inch thickness using
6QQ grit static sanding paper prior to electrothinning . The
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foils as well as the carbon replicas were examined in either
a JEOL JEM-7 or a Phillips EM201 transmission electron micro
scope (TEM)
.
Detailed procedures for specimen preparation techniques





The microstructure of the as heat treated material was
found to be 75-80 percent proeutectoid ferrite containing a
fine dispersion of carbide particles. The balance of the ma-
terial was pearlitic or bainitic. This correlates well with
results of studies on this particular heat reported elsewhere
[Refs. 14, 16, 17].
There were no changes in the microstructure due to the
testing observable using optical microscopy techniques. In
all cases, the as tested material possessed microstructural
features similar to those in the as heat treated condition.
No appreciable coarsening of the carbides in the proeutectoid
ferrite was noted nor was any measurable breakdown of the
pearlitic/bainitic regions. Figures 4 through 17 show typical
micros tructures seen in this study.
The carbon replicas of the as heat treated material revealed
a wide variety of microstructural features. Figures 18 through
30 are representative photographs of the types of structures
observed. The pearlitic/bainitic regions ranged from dense,
overlapping tangles of carbides to fine, evenly spaced lamellae.
The ferrite regions held varying concentrations of acicular
and irregularly shaped carbides. The acicular carbides were
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frequently seen in an apparently orthogonal arrangement sug-
gesting some degree of coherency with the ferrite matrix.
The changes observed in the as tested samples were in
general very subtle. There was evidence of some breakdown of
the pearlitic and bainitic regions, and the degree of sphe-
roidization seemed to be more directly related to time at
temperature than any other test parameter (compare Figure 19
to Figure 29) . An interesting result observed in all of the
as tested specimens was the formation of colonies of very
fine whiplike carbide whiskers extending from the edges of the
pearlite or bainite into the proeutectoid ferrite (see for
example Figures 20, 24, and 28). These carbides were also
noted by Baker and Nutting [Ref . 2]
.
The proeutectoid ferrite regions did not show any easily
discerned, consistent trends in carbide transformations. No
meaningful statements can be made concerning variations in
carbide particle distribution as a function of testing condi-
tions for two reasons. First, the carbide population in the
ferrite for each sample was highly nonuniform, making the
validity of sample to sample comparisons tenuous at best.
Second, while the carbon extraction replica specimen
technique seems to be preserving the pearlite and bainite
regions intact, it may not be removing all the carbides from
the proeutectoid ferrite regions (see Fig. A7 and A8 in
Appendix A) . There is some noticeable coarsening of the
rod- like carbides and the appearance of some nearly equiaxed
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particles in the ferrite regions when comparing MIL 36 (482°C,
.5* Ae) or MIL 45 (538°C, .3% Ae ) (Figures 25 and 30 respec-
tively) with the as heat treated material, Figure 18.
The thin foil transmission electron microscopy revealed
many more details of the alloy's microstructure than the carbon
extraction replicas. Figures 31 through 45 are representative
photographs of the thin foils examined in this thesis research.
The as heat treated material is shown in Figure 31. The
region of fairly coarse pearlite depicted shows little evidence
of any dislocation structure between the lamella. The remaining
views in Figure 31 show typical carbide morphologies and dis-
tributions found in the proeutectoid ferrite. Note the variety
of particle concentrations and morphologies in the different
photographs and also the very low dislocation density of the
ferrite
.
The continuously cycle specimens represented by Figure 32
(MIL 44, 482°C, .5% Ae ) , Figure 36 (MIL 18, 482°C, 1.% Ae) and
Figure 39 (MIL 10, 538°C, .51 Ae ) all showed a significantly
higher dislocation density than the as heat treated material.
There does not appear to be any development of a cellular dis-
location structure however. Further, there is no significant
change in either the carbide morphology or distribution in the
ferrite.
The imposition of a single 0.1 hour hold period at the
maximum tensile or compressive strain limit of each loading
cvcle leads to the development of much more sharply defined
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dislocation cells in the proeutectoid ferrite. There is still
no remarkable change in the carbides, however. Comparing
Figure 53 (MIL 36, 482°C, 0.5S Ae , 0.1 hr tension hold) and
34 (MIL 27, 482°C, 0.51 Ae
,
0.1 hr compression hold) with
Figure 32, an obvious increase in dislocation density can be
observed. Additionally, there is also a distinct cellular
nature to the arrangements, with the cell dimensions more or
less fixed by the carbides. It was generally found that the
dislocation density was strongly dependent on the carbide dis-
tribution as was the cell size when they formed in each sample.
There was however virtually no difference between dislocation
structures of the specimen subjected to a tension hold period
(Figure 35) and the one subjected to a compression hold period
(Figure 34) at 482°C and 0.5 percent strain range.
The hold period tests also affected the pearlite and bainite
regions. Figure 34 depicts a dislocation structure beginning
to form between the carbides in a bainitic region which is also
decomposing. The evolving dislocation structure suggests that
there has been some deformation in the bainite.
The development of cellular dislocation arrangments can
also be seen in hold period tests conducted at 482°C and 1.0
percent strain range [Figure 37 (MIL 24, 482°C, 1.0% Ae , 0.1
hr compression hold) and Figure 38 (MIL 55, 482°C, 1.0% Ae
,
. 1 hr tension hold)]. As in the specimens tested at . 5 per-
cent strain range, the hold period tests developed denser,
more distinct dislocation arrangements than the continuously
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cycled test (Figure 36). Also, there is no noticeable differ-
ence between the microstructures resulting from the tension
hold (Figure 38) and the compression hold tests (Figure 37)
conducted at 482°C and 1.0 percent strain range.
Several comparisons to examine the strain range effects
on the alloy can be made; one for continuously cycled tests
(Figure 32 vs. Figure 36), one for tension hold tests (Figure
33 vs. Figure 38), and one for compression hold tests (Figure
34 vs. Figure 37). In each case, the dislocation density can
be seen to increase with increasing strain range; however,
where cellular structures evolved their size was not affected
by the strain range.
The hold period effects seem to be much more pronounced
at 482°C than at S38°C. Comparing Figure 30 with Figure 40
(MIL 34, 538°C, 1.01 Ac, 0.1 hr compression hold) and Figure
41 (MIL 20, 538°C, 1.0% Ac, 0.1 hr tension hold), the creep
fatigue specimens, while having a higher dislocation density
than the continuously cycled sample, do not exhibit the same
degree of cell formation found in similar creep fatigue tests
conducted at 482°C (Figures 37 and 38). A further remark is
germane; MIL 10 (Figure 39) was continuously cycled at .
5
percent strain range and the hold period tests represented by
Figures 40 and 41 were conducted at 1.0 percent strain range.
This indirect comparison between a 0.5 percent strain range
continuously cycled test and 1.0 percent strain range hold
period tests suggests that the hold period effects on
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dislocation arrangements are almost insignificant at 538°C. A
continuously cycled specimen tested at 583°C and 1.0 percent
strain range was not available for a direct comparison. Final-
ly, in contrast to the tests conducted at 482°C, there is a
stark difference in the structures resulting from compression
hold and tension hold periods (Figures 40 and 41)
.
One noteworthy similarity between the substructures result-
ing from the hold period tests conducted at 482°C and those
conducted at 583°C is that the size of the dislocation cells
formed appears to be solely dependent on the carbide distribu-
tion; that is, the cell size is independent of both temperature
and strain range for the conditions studied during this research
The imposition of both a tension and a compression hold
period on the sample provided some very curious results.
Figure 35 (MIL 65, 482°C, 0.5% Ae , 0.1 hr . tension plus 0.1
hr . compression hold) shows nearly the same dislocation density
as Figure 32, a continuously cycled test. The same result can
be seen comparing Figure 42 (ITL 127, 538°C, 0.5% Lb, 0.1 hr.
tension plus 0.1 hr . compression hold) and Figure 39.
B. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
The results of the fractographic studies are recorded in
Table III. It can be seen that the striation spacing for each
specimen increased with proximity to the final fracture zone,
as would be predicted by fracture mechanics. Figures 44
through 51 are typical of the photographs evaluated for this
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analysis. As previously noted, there is a direct correspond-
ence between striation spacing and fatigue crack growth rate.
The relevant test parameters which may affect fatigue
crack growth are testing temperature, strain range and hold
regime (loading waveform)
. Several histograms have been pre-
pared for comparing the effects of each parameter on striation
spacing and therefore fatigue crack growth.
Figure 52 shows the pronounced affect of a hold period on
the crack growth rate. A 0. 1 hour hold period imposed at
either the maximum tension or compression strain point of the
cycle doubles the crack growth rate over that seen for the
continuously cycled specimen. There is no statistically mean-
ingful difference between the spacing resulting from a
compression hold or tension hold period. Imposing a 0.1 hour
hold period at both strain extremes gives about a four fold
increase from the continuously cycled test.
Figures 53 and 54 show an interesting aspect of the
temperature effects on crack growth. In Figure 53, it is clear
that for the continuously cycled case raising the test
temperature has significantly increased the crack growth rate.
Conversely, Figure 54 shows that the temperature effects are
largely eliminated by the imposition of a 0.1 hour tension
hold period. Data were not available which would show whether




The effects of strain range also seem to be masked by hold
periods in tension. Figures 55 and 56 show strain range effects
for continuously cycled and 0.1 hour tension hold tests respec-
tively. Compression hold specimen fracture surfaces were too





Brinkman et. al. [Ref. 16] reported conclusive data which
showed that a compressive hold period had a greater effect on
fatigue life of 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel at low strain ranges
than a tensile hold period. In a later paper, Challenger et.
al. [Ref. 17] examined the phenomenon and offered two explana-
tions; first, that the compressive hold period effect on fatigue
crack initiation is environmental and second, that the cyclic
hardening/cyclic softening of the alloy could be ascribed to
a loss of interaction solid solution hardening. Both optical
and transmission electron microscopy were used to examine the
effects of the testing parameters in this thesis research in
an effort to determine whether or not there was any resolvable
difference in the microstructural changes brought about by
tensile versus compressive hold periods, which might further
explain the alloy's response to cyclic loading.
As mentioned above, the results of the optical metallo-
graphy were inconclusive. Clearly, if the testing is inducing
any metallurgical changes in the material, they are occurring
on a much smaller scale than can be examined by optical
techniques
.
The pearlitic and bainitic regions under went two signifi-
cant changes resolvable in the transmission electron microscope
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and neither seems to be directly attributable to an environ-
mental effect. The breakdown of the individual carbide lamella
in these areas appears to be primarily a function of the testing
time and, possibly, temperature. This suggests that the pro-
cess is controlled in part by diffusion. The dislocation
structure forming in the lamella are fairly extensive. McGrath
and Bratina [Ref. 36] reported low density dislocation struc-
tures evolving in the inter- lamellar ferrite which they ascribe
to local strain resulting from the volume changes accompanying
the eutectoid transformation in a normalized low carbon steel.
The cellular structures seen in the pearlitic/bainitic regions
in this research must be due to some deformation in these areas
during the testing since they were essentially absent in the
as heat treated material. Additionally, the stage of
development in the cellular structures appeared to be directly
related to the extent of spheroidization in the region. Since
plastic deformation would become easier in the pearlite as the
carbide lamella (or sheaves, in the case of bainite) break
up, this supports the conclusion that these dislocation
structures are a consequence of plastic deformation.
The whiplike carbides which appeared in all of the as
tested specimens originated from more or less equiaxed nuclei
at the pearlite/proeutectoid ferrite interfaces. Baker and
Nutting [Ref. 2] identified these whiskers as primarily Mo 2C.
Their extent seems to be independent of most of the testing
parameters, although the individual whips may be slightly
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longer and thicker in specimens tested for longer periods.
One possible explanation for their formation involves the
molybdenum and carbon gradients in the material as it is ini-
tially cooled below 723°C, the eutectoid temperature. Briefly,
there exists at the prior austenite- proeutectoid ferrite inter-
face relatively greater quantities of carbon and molybdenum
than elsewhere in the matrix, so these Mo
?
C whiskers form
preferentially in these regions [Ref . 2] . There has been no
explanation offered to date as to why the carbides assume this
particular morphology. There is obviously no coherency with
the ferrite matrix, as the carbide filaments are generally
smoothly curved and filaments in the same colony occasionally
cross each other.
The changes in the proeutectoid ferrite resolvable in the
transmission electron microscope primarily involved the
dislocation structures produced, and each test parameter had
its own effect on the substructures, which will be discussed
individually in the following paragraphs.
The development of a cellular substructure in the proeu-
tectoid ferrite depends on the imposition of a hold period in
the loading cycle. The application of a nearly constant external
load at elevated temperatures may enhance the dislocation
mobility in the matrix, giving rise to two effects. First,
dislocations of opposite sense could combine and annihilate
each other. This would result in a softening of the alloy.
Second, dislocation tangles could form, eventually developing
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into cell walls which would strengthen the material in the
same manner as described by the Hall-Petch grain size analysis.
It is thought that both of these phenomenon are occurring si-
multaneously in this alloy. In the case of tests with both
tensile and compressive hold periods, the dislocation structures
are much less pronounced and the dislocation density much lower.
This suggests that an annealing out or annihilation of the
dislocations may be occurring due to repeatedly reversed creep.
One observation which might help to test this hypothesis would
be the examination of the microstructure resulting from a 0.2
hour zero stress hold test.
Referring to Table II, it can be seen that there is at
most about a 6% difference between the reported saturated
stress for a continuously cycled test and that for a simple
hold period test at the same temperature and strain range.
Further, the recorded stress for MIL 44 (continuously cycled,
0.51 Ae ) is greater than that for either MIL 36 (tensile hold,
0.51 Ae) or MIL 27 (compressive hold, 0.5% Ae ) while that for
MIL 18 (continuously cycled, 1.0% Ae) is in between that for
MIL 35 (tensile hold, 1.0% Ae) and MIL 24 (compressive hold,
1.0% Ae). Thus, for the specimens examined in this research,
there appears to be no conclusive statement which can be made
relating the stress recorded at half the fatigue life of the
test to the imposition of a hold period. Similarly, although
there does appear to be a slight (5-15%) increase in the
plastic strain range for hold period tests, no definitive
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statements can be made concerning the relation of these two
parameters. A more complete analysis of the data provided by
Jaske and Leis [Ref. 37] on the entire test series the samples
examined here were drawn from is required to determine the
dependence, if any, of both the plastic strain range and the
stress at half the fatigue life on the imposition of a hold
period.
There is additional evidence that the hold periods are
allowing dislocations to be annealed out of the structure ob-
tained by comparing the dislocation density of specimens sub-
jected to hold period tests at different temperatures, holding
the other testing parameters constant. The tests performed
at 482°C and 1.0% Ac (Figures 37 and 38) resulted in higher
dislocation densities than those done at 538°C and 1.0% Ac
(Figures 40 and 41) . Further comparisons of these results
with those obtained by Jones and Van Den Avyle [Ref. 14] on
samples tested at 593°C confirms this trend. Two other effects
of increasing the testing temperature are that the cell struc-
tures appear to be less well defined and that the striking
similarity in the microstructures resulting from single hold
period tests at 482°C is not present at 538°C. Both of these
phenomenon may be consequences of the lower dislocation densities
observed at the higher temperature.
The strain range effects observed in this research are
fairly straightforward: high strains give greater dislocation
densities which, in the case of hold period tests result in
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more distinct cell walls being formed. This effect has also
been reported by McGrath and Bratina [Ref. 36].
One final characteristic affecting the nature of the dis-
location substructure is the carbide structure in the proeu-
tectoid ferrite matrix. In a single specimen there exists a
direct relationship between the carbide particle density and
the dislocation density. The dislocations also appear to be
tangled around the carbides, suggesting that the particles do
not shear and are thus highly effective at pinning the dislo-
cations. As mentioned earlier in this paper the dislocation
cell structure dimensions seem to be dependent only on the
carbide particle spacing and do not show an inverse relationship
with saturated stress as reported in the literature [Ref s
.
38-41]. This lack of a cell size-stress relationship is found
in alloys containing precipitate particles. Embury et. al
.
[Ref. 42] noted that the initial cell size in a Fe-2.0Cu alloy
was fixed by the interparticle spacing, stating that the
relatively coarse (on the order of . 5 ym long) particles
effectively pinned the dislocations. This particle size is
similar to the rod-like carbides observed in 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo
steel. Other researchers [Ref s . 43-45] have observed subgrain
boundaries pinned by second phase particles. The result that
the cell size is independent of strain range for smaller plastic
strains is significant. Increasing the strain range does
increase the dislocation density in the cell walls however.
This may explain the significant increase in the recorded
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stress at half the fatigue life between MIL36 [0.5% te , 209
MPa) or MIL 27 (0.5% Ac, 216 MPa) and MIL 24 [1.0% Ac, 264
MPa) or MIL 3 5 (1.0% Ac, 2 52 MPa).
The lack of resolvable changes in the carbide morphology
and distribution in the proeutectoid ferrite was very sur-
prising at first. There was no appreciable coarsening of the
rod-like carbides reported in previous work [Ref. 10, 14, 16
and 17) and the spherical Mo-C carbides observed by Jones and
Van Den Avyle [Ref. 14] were conspicuously absent from the
specimens studied in this research. Additionally, the sub-
structures obtained did not seem consistent with the fatigue
behavior of 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel reported in the literature
[Ref. 8, 12, 16, 17 and 37]. Specifically, the hypothesis
that interaction solid solution hardening is rapidly eliminated
in fatigue tests with short hold periods conducted in the
temperature ranges addressed here is not supported. There
is no evidence of additional precipitation of the Mo~C carbides
during the testing.
One possible explanation of this result can be drawn from
the description of the precipitation process under the effects
of cyclic loading offered by Jones and Van Den Avyle. Briefly
reviewing, they proposed that there were a series of steps
involved:




2. These atoms come in proximity to interstitial carbon
atoms and form Mo-C pairs.
5. The diffusivity of the Mo-C pairs is very low, tending
to retard dislocation motion.
4. Eventually these pairs are moved and can form multi
atom Mo-C-Mo clusters with the aid of the dislocation.
5. These Mo-C-Mo clusters are quite immobile and serve as
essentially stable subcritical nuclei for Mo~C carbides.
6. Under continued cyclic loading at elevated temperature,
these clusters eventually agglomerate to form critical size
nuclei and precipitates form.
Clearly, there is some change occurring in the material based
on the reported cyclic hardening/cyclic softening fatigue be-
havior of the alloy. The absence of any resolvable new pre-
cipitates suggests that these changes must be occurring on a
much finer scale than was observed in this thesis research.
Therefore, it is concluded that the alloy must be experiencing
the early stages of the process outlined above.
If the Mo-C pairs are more effective solid solution
strentheners than the Mo-C-Mo clusters, then the depletion
of the pairs would cause a softening of the material as it is
cycled. This implies that when the Mo-C-Mo clusters are lost
and the precipitates form, there would be a second period of
cyclic softening during the fatigue life of the alloy in the
temperature range studied in this research. This could be
observed in a creep-fatigue test at, say, 482°C, 0.5% Ac
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conducted in a vacuum. Conducting the test in a vacuum would
eliminate the environmental enhancement of fatigue crack ini-
tiation and growth permitting the specimen to be cycled for a
longer time before failure.
Jones and Van Den Avyle reported new precipitates after
only 2.5 hrs
.
of fatigue at 593°C [Ref. 14]. This suggests
that the entire precipitation process could occur. Recall
however, that the dislocation density in the material appears
to be highly temperature sensitive. Further, at 593°C the
diffusivity of the Mo-C pairs and Mo-C-Mo clusters is higher,
as is the dislocation mobility. Finally, there was no dis-
location cell structure evident in the samples fatigued or
creep-fatigued at 593°C. Considering these three aspects, an
explanation of why the precipitation process does not run to
completion at 482°C or 538°C can be proposed. The key point
is reduced mobility and therefore reduced transport of the
required atoms. This inhibited transport can be ascribed
directly to the lower temperature; diffusivities are reduced,
and a distinct dislocation substructure forms. The substruc-
ture reduces the dislocation mobility, further impeding the
transport mechanism for creation of the precipitates.
Conducting a hold period fatigue test on the alloy in the
temperature range 482-538°C with a long (0.5-1.0 hr) hold
period at a small strain range might provide some evidence to
support or refute this last hypothesis. The longer hold periods
would permit more of the dislocation substructure developed by
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the cyclic loading to be annealed out. Conducting the test
in a vacuum or an inert environment would again eliminate the
environmental effects on fatigue life. Unfortunately, this
would be a very long, very expensive test.
In summary, the most distinct change observed in the mi-
crostructure is the development of a dislocation structure in
the proeutectoid ferrite. The cellular structure resulting
from the hold period tests is thought to be a consequence of
the increased time at temperature. The dependence of the cell
dimension on the interparticle spacing is consistent with work
reported in the literature on precipitate bearing alloys [Refs
42-45]. The dislocation structures do not adequately explain
the fatigue behavior of the alloy in the temperature range
examined however. The absence of resolvable carbide changes
or new precipitates suggests that the alloy has only completed
the first stages of the precipitation process described by
Jones and Van Den Avyle [Ref . 14] . The slower precipitation
at 482°C and 538°C is thought to be a result of decreased dis-
location and Mo-C pair mobility at the lower temperature.
B. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ON FATIGUE CRACK GROWTH
The overriding testing parameter governing fatige crack
growth rates appears to be the imposition of a hold period at
the maximum strain point of the loading cycle. As noted
earlier, a single (tensile or compressive) 0.1 hour hold
period effectively doubles the crack growth rate observed in
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the continuously cycled test conducted at the same temperature
and strain range, and an additional two-fold increase results
if hold periods are imposed at both strain extremes. (0.1 hr
.
T + 0.1 hr. C)
Referring to Figure 52 it can be seen that at 482°C and
0.5 percent strain range, there is not a significant difference
between the crack growth rates for a compressive versus tensile
hold period test. This last point suggests a rather simple
explanation of the hold period effects, based on the assumptions
that the enhancement mechanism for each case is the same and
the hold period effect is fundamentally an environmental one.
Several researchers [Ref s . 25-31] have reported that the pre-
sence of oxygen at the crack tip will accelerate fatigue crack
growth in steels. In particular, White [Ref. 30] and Corwin
and Brinkman [Ref. 31] reported that the crack growth rate was
highly dependent on the amount of oxygen present at the crack
tip. Further, recall that one postulated mechanism of damage
is a three step process:
1. Oxygen is physically and chemically adsorbed onto the
surface near the crack tip.
2. The oxygen atoms diffuse either by lattice diffusion or
some preferential path such as dislocation tangles to the in-
terior of the plastic zone ahead of the crack tip.
3. The oxygen interferes with plastic flow ahead of the
crack tip, enhancing the crack growth rate.
The hold period greatly increases the length of time at
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temperature for each cycle and one or both of two consequences
of this additional time could be used to explain the effect on
crack growth rate. The longer time per cycle would allow the
crack to be exposed to the oxygen for a correspondingly longer
period per cycle. Assuming the physical and chemical adsorp-
tion is the rate controlling step in moving the oxygen into
the plastic zone, the longer exposure per cycle would result
in more oxygen atoms being adsorbed. This higher concentration
of impurities would be more effective in modifying the plastic
behavior of the material, which would be seen as a higher
crack growth rate. On the other hand, if the diffusion is
rate controlling, the longer time per cycle would allow the
oxygen atoms to achieve greater penetration into the plastic
zone ahead of the crack tip, regardless of the diffusion
mechanism involved. This would result in a reduction in the
material's plasticity to a greater depth in the crack plane
which would also increase the crack tip advance per cycle.
Clearly, this is a form of frequency dependence of crack
growth rate. This phenomenon has been reported previously by
Corwin and Brinkman [Ref. 31] for 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel and
has also been reported by Wells [Ref. 24]
.
The assumption that the cause of the enhanced crack growth
rate is the same for both tensile and compressive hold periods
seems reasonable based on the limited data available. It
would be highly coincidental for the crack growth rates to be
so similar if a different mechanism were active for each type
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of hold period. Further, because the specimen tested with both
a tensile and compressive hold period showed approximately
double the crack growth rate of either of the single hold period
tests, the assertion that the growth rates in the two single
hold period test are essentially the same appears well founded.
There are two tests which must be run to verify the assump-
tion that the hold period effect on fatigue crack growth is
environmental. First a test at 482°C, and 0.5 percent strain
range should be run with a zero stress 0.1 hour hold period.
If the crack growth rate is similar to that obtained for the
tensile and compressive hold period tests that would imply
that the creep crack growth effects are negligible. Second,
a series of five tests should be made in a vacuum at 482°C and
0.5 percent strain range; one continuously cycled test and
four with 0.1 hour hold periods at zero stress, maxium tensile
strain, maximum compressive strain, and both strain range
extrema, respectively.
Obviously the above hypotheses are really only directly
applicable to the test conditions stated. A series of similar
tests at several different strain ranges and temperatures in
air and in vacuum would have to be conducted to determine
their general validity.
The effects of strain range and temperature on the crack
growth rate of continuously cycled specimens were consistent
with previous fatigue crack propagation studies. Higher tem-
peratures promote greater crack growth rates by reducing the
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the flow stress in the vicinity of the crack tip [Ref . 24]
.
Larger strain ranges result in greater deformation at the crack
tip, accelerating crack tip advance [Ref. 24]. It should be
noted, however, that the temperature and strain range effects
are nullified by the imposition of a 0.1 hour tensile hold
period (see Figures 54 and 56) . This substantiates the asser-
tion that the hold period effects dominate fatigue crack growth
rates
.
The next step in evaluating the effects of hold periods on
the fatigue crack growth rate in this alloy is to determine
the threshold level, if it exists. In power generation appli-
cations, the hold periods are two orders of magnitude greater
than those examined in this thesis research. Conducting a
series of hold period tests with various hold periods from a
very short (0.1 hr.) to a fairly long (1-10 hr.) time, all at
the same strain range and temperature would provide ample data
for establishing an empirical relationship between length of
hold period and a reduction in fatigue life.
This crack growth condition could then be combined with
the crack initiation correlation developed by Challenger et.
al. [Ref. 17] to more accurately predict the materials behavior
under complex loading wave forms. In the final analysis, a more
accurate prediction of material behavior at elevated tempera-
tures in oxidizing environments loaded with complex waveforms
was the principle motivation for this research.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The development of cellular dislocation substructures in
single hold period tests is the result of a recovery process.
This may also explain the lower dislocation densities observed
in the tension plus compression hold tests and in all of the
tests conducted at higher temperatures.
The cyclic hardening/cyclic softening reported for the
alloy at 482°C and 558°C [Ref. ]6] is not due to microstructural
changes resolvable by transmission electron microscopy techni-
ques. It may be the result of Mo-C atoms pairs agglomenating
at an atomistic level to form Mo-C-Mo clusters. This would be
consistent with the model proposed by Jones and Van Den Avyle
[Ref. 14] for the formation of Mo-C carbides in this alloy
during elevated temperature fatigue.
The dislocation cell size is solely a function of carbide
interparticle spacing. This is not consistent with the general
dependence of cell size on saturated stress reported in the
literature [Ref. 36-41] but has been observed in other preci-
pitate bearing alloys [Ref. 42-45]. Based on the hypothesized
change in the material at these temperatures, longer testing
times would possibly result in a second cyclic softening as





The fatigue crack growth rate is dominated by the time per
cycle the specimen is exposed to the environment. There is
evidence to support the theory that the crack growth rate is
dependent on the presence (concentration and residence) of
oxygen at the crack tip. The damage may be the result of
oxygen atoms impeding plastic flow ahead of the crack tip.
The time per cycle dependence suggests that the rate controll-
ing step is either surface adsorption of the oxygen atoms, or
diffusion of them to the material ahead of the crack tip.
It is recommended that a series of hold period fatigue
tests be conducted in a vacuum or inert environment at low
strain ranges in the temperature range 482°C-538°C. This
would eliminate the environmental enhancement prolonging the
fatigue life and permit the evaluation of microstructural
changes resulting from longer lifetimes.
A series of hold period fatigue test with varying hold
times should be run at elevated temperature in air to establish
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Figure 4. As Heat Treated Material - Optical Micrograph
Figure 5. As Heat Treated Material - Optical Micrograph
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Figure 8. MIL 44 - Optical Micrograph
:.-*•
Figure 9. MILIO - Optical Micrograph
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Figure 10. MIL24 - Optical Micrograph
iQxm






Figure 12. MIL20 - Optical Micrograph





Figure 14. MIL36 - Optical Micrograph
1






Figure 16. MIL65 - Optical Micrograph
Figure 17. ITL127 - Optical Micrograph
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Figure 18. As Heat Treated Material
Extraction Replica



















Figure 21. MIL24 - TEM Photo of Carbon Extraction Replica
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Figure 22. MIL35 - TEM Photo of Carbon Extraction Replica
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Figure 24. MIL65 - TEM Photo of Carbon Extraction Replica
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Figure 27. MIL20 - TEM Photo of Carbon Extraction Replica
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Figure 29. ITL127 - TEM Photo of Carbon Extraction Replica
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Fiaure 30. MIL45 - TEM Photo of Carbon Extraction Replica
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Fiaure 31. As Heat Treated Material - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 32. MIL44 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 33. MIL36 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 34 MIL27 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 35 MIL65 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 36. MIL18 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 37. MIL24 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 38. MIL35 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 39. MILIO - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Fiaure 40. MIL34 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 42. ITL127 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 43. MIL45 - TEM Photo of Thin Foil
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Figure 44. MIL44 - SEM Fractograph
Figure 45. MIL10 - SEM Fractograph
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Figure 46. MIL27 - SEM Fractograph
Figure 47. MIL20 - SEM Fractograph
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Figure 48. MIL36 SEM Fractograph
Figure 49. MIL35 - SEM Fractograph
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Figure 50. MIL65 - SEM Fractograph












Test Temperature ; 482 °C


































Hold Period : None
Strain Range : .5%






















Hold Period * .1 Hr (Ten)
Strain Range ; .5 %
Shaded region is 95%
confidence interval about
calculated mean, shown
as horizontal dashed line.
482 538
Temperature, °C
Figure 54. Effects of Temperature on Striation Spacing





Temperature • 482 °C
Hold Period •• None
Shaded region is 95% confidence
interval about calculated mean,
































Temperature : 482 °C
.
Hold Period .1 Hr (Ten)
Shaded region is 95% confidence






Figure 56. Effects of Strain Range on Striation Spacing
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One of the more time consuming aspects of completing a
thesis in the materials science area is the development of an
adequate faculty in the various laboratory techniques intrin-
sic to a careful metallurgical study. The purpose of this
appendix is to set forth in as explicit a form as possible
certain of the more uncommon specimen preparation procedures
utilized by the author during the course of this research.
While the steps detailed may directly relate only to the sub-
ject alloy system, it is hoped that the general ideas and
especially the warnings of potential pitfalls will find more
widespread application. Successful uses for each technique
on other alloys will be identified.





Fracture surface studies using scanning electron
microscopy technique.
2. Equipment/Materials Required
Acetate replicating tape, acetone, cotton swabs.
3 Procedure
a) Cut a small [approximately 1/2" x 1") niece of




b) Saturate a cotton swab with, acetone and apply to
only one side of the tape. Continually flood the tape surface
with acetone until it begins to soften and cloud slightly.
c) Using a thumb or finger work the wet side of the
tape thoroughly into the surface to be cleaned. It is permis-
sible to use the stick end of the swab to push the softened
tape into small features which cannot be reached otherwise.
Do not use anything harder than the stick however, as surface
damage may result.
d) Set aside and let dry completely. This usually
takes at least twenty minutes.
e) Carefully pull the tape free of the surface,
ensuring that all the taDe is removed.
f) Repeat steps a) through e) until no visible oxides
or contaminants are pulled off with the replica.
g) Ultrasonically clean the specimen in acetone for
10-20 minutes. This will soften and remove any traces of the
tape left in the surface.
4 . Discussion
A general rule of thumb with fracture surfaces is the
less done to them to expose the requisite detail the better.
Each cleaning method leaves its imprint on the surface and
this is especially true with any form of chemical cleaning.
Accordingly, less drastic methods should be employed before
replica stripping is attempted. Further, acetone attacks some
alloys, so ensure the material being examined is not susceptible
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to this before this technique is tried. Replica cleaning has
been used successfully on many low alloy steels at the Naval
Postgraduate School.




Fractography of heavily oxidized ferritic steel sur-
faces using scanning electron microscopy.
2 Equipment/Materials Required
Concentrated HC1, distilled water, hexamethylene te-
tramine, ultrasonic cleaner.
5 . Procedure
a) Into 50 cc of distilled water slowly pour 50 cc
concentrated HC1. Add 0.2 gm hexamethylene tetramine and
stir until completely dissolved.
b) Place approximately one inch of the solution in
a small beaker and ultrasonically clean the specimen for
approximately 10 seconds in the solution at room temperature.
c) Rinse the specimen thoroughly in ethanol and
visually inspect the surface. An adequately cleaned steel
surface will have a grayish cast.
d) If the surface is still badly contaminated repeat
steps a) through c) until satisfactory results are obtained.,
Cleaning times greater than 30 seconds are unusual and will
probably damage the specimen.





This is a last resort technique and should only be used
if all else fails. Note that a fairly concentrated acid solu-
tion is called for and even though the hexamethylene tetramine
serves as an organic inhibitor, the solution is still very re-
active. The caveats proffered in the replica cleaning discus-
sion cannot be overstated. Excessive use of this technique
will definitely eradicate much surface detail. This inhibited
HC1 cleaning method has been used successfully on several low
alloy steels. Figure Al and A2 show typical results on a high
temperature fatigue specimen. All fracture surfaces examined
in this study except those of the continuously cycled specimens
were cleaned using this technique. For further information on
cleaning techniques see the SEM/TEM Fractography Handbook,
published by Battelle Columbus Laboratories, Columbus, Ohio in
December 1975.




Microstructural studies using transmission electron
microscopy.
2 Equipment/Materials Required
Low speed diamond saw, wet sandpaper units (belt grinder
and flat Dads), micrometer, acetone, methethyl ketone, small
brass block CI" x 2" x 1/2"), double stick tape, electro-thinning
apparatus (Fig- A3) consisting of power unit, pump/ jet assembly,
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tank, Fishcione specimen holder, low power microscope and light
source, electrolyte, alcohol, small tweezers, specimen punch.
3
. Procedure
a) Using the low speed diamond saw, cut a wafer of the
material to be examined about .015-. 020 inch thick. It is
fairly important that the faces of the wafer be as nearly paral
lei as possible.
b) Clean the wafer thoroughly to remove all traces
of cutting oil/saw coolant, taking extreme care not to bend
the wafer.
c) Mount the wafer on the brass block using double
stick tape. Ensure that the block surface and wafer surface
are absolutely dry and try not to touch the tape with your
fingers. Press firmly to obtain good adhesion. Mounting the
specimen on the block permits the use of the belt sander to
reduce the wafer thickness more ouickly. It also facilitates
the use of the static wet papers.
d) Using the wet belt sander C240 grit) and static
papers C-40, 320, 400 and 600 grits) reduce the wafer thickness
to between .005-. QQ7 inch.
e) There are two ways to check the thickness. The
first is as follows: Measure the thickness of the wafer before
mounting, noting the value. Mount the wafer and measure the
total thickness of the block and wafer. Determine what the
total reduction should be by calculating difference between
the original wafer thickness and the desired value. It is
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then simply a matter of periodically checking the total thick-
ness of the block and wafer until the necessary reduction is
obtained. The second method is to remove the specimen from
the block and measure it directly several times during the
process, but this increases the chances of bending the wafer.
f) Removing the wafer from the block is accomplished
by soaking the assembly in acetone with a small amount of me thy
ethyl ketone added. This is a very slow process, sometimes
taking as long as two hours, and there are certain precautions
to be observed.
(a) Ensure the wafer material is not attacked by
the chemicals.
(b) Do not attempt to pry the specimen up away
from the block. This will induce gross plastic deformation
which will invalidate any microstructural features observed.
The prooer way to separate the wafer from the block is to
slide it off by pressing down on the surface of the wafer and
attempting to slide it off. Do not try to force it. If it
will not slide off easily put it back in the acetone.
g) Once the wafer is free, wash it thoroughly in
acetone to remove any mastic residue. Again, the importance
of not bending the specimen cannot be over emphasized.
h) Use the 600 grit wet paper and reduce the wafer
thickness to .003-. 004 inch. It is best to do this without
the aid of the block and double stick tape by simply using
finger Dressure to draw the soecimen across the abrasive.
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i) Cut out 3 ram discs using the Fullam TEH specimen
punch, using a sharp, distinct blow to the plunger to minimize
the plastic deformation at the center of the disc. An alter-
nate method is to use an electrodischarge machining unit, which
should be used for all high hardness materials.
j) Lightly sand each side of the 3 mm discs with 600
grit paper to remove the burrs around the edges. This will
greatly improve the seal obtained in the Fischione holder and
will also prolong the life of the holder.
k) Wash the discs in alcohol and blow dry using a
hand held dryer.
1) The electro thinning apparatus used by this re-
searcher is a modified Buehler Electromet and is shown in
Figure A3. Figure A4 is a close up of the Fischione specimen
holder showing a 3 mm disc for scale purposes.
m) Set up the apparatus as shown in Figure A5, and
fill the tank with about 500 ml of electrolyte. Note that this
will leave the jet nozzle above the surface of the electrolyte
so that polishing is done without the specimen being completely
submerged.
n) The Fishione holder must be completely dry inside.
Place the specimen in the female end of the holder against the
platinum electrode and screw the male plug in place ensuring
that:
(a) The specimen stays in place, and
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Cb) The plug is brought snugly in contact, but
not over-tightened as this causes excessive wear of the mating
surfaces
.
o) Fit the holder to the clamp, connect the power
lead to the holder and connect the ground lead to the spring
electrode on the jet.
p) The specimen holder should be positioned such
that the specimen surface is nearly perpendicular to the jet
and about 3/8" from the jet tip. The female side of the
holder should face the jet.
aj Energize the power supply and dial in the desired
voltage then turn on the pump and adjust the pump speed to
obtain a vigorous jet of fluid against the specimen. Run at
this speed until approximately one third of the specimen thick-
ness is polished away, then reduce the pump speed to the lowest
possible value while still maintaining the same stable current
reading. Run at this speed unitl approximately half of the
sample thickness has been removed.
r) Turn off the main power switch on the Electromet,
securing both the pump and the power supply for the electro-
chemical cell. Disconnect the power lead from the holder,
unclamp the holder and rinse the PVC portion of the holder and
the specimen thoroughly.
s) Unscrew the male plug from the holder, extract the
specimen, rinse it in alcohol again and blow dry it. Thoroughly
drv the specimen holder.
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t) Place the specimen in the holder again, this time
with the unpolished side against the platinum electrode.
u) Reassemble the holder, clamp it in position, align
it in front of the jet and connect the power lead.
v) Carefully align and focus the light source and low
power microscope to permit viewing of the polished side of the
specimen.
w] Begin electropolishing the specimen again at the
high jet speed for about half the amount of time run at this
speed on the first side, then reduce speed as before (step q)
.
Continue polishing until penetration is observed through the
microscope then immediately turn off the main power switch.
x) Penetration is best observed as a small spurt of
electrolyte through the hold formed, or as a small darkened
area on the surface. It is imperative that both the pump and
cell voltage be turned off immediately. The purpose of this
o
procedure is to develop a thin (on the order of 1000A) area
around the hole of uniform thickness which can be penetrated
by the TEM's electron beam. If the pump is left on, the fra-
gile area will be deformed. Leaving the cell voltage on gives
accelerated attack at the edges of the hole, rapidly destroy-
ing them. It should be apparent that this phase of the process
is largely an art born of many hours of practice.
y) Unclamp the holder and rinse gently as before.
Remove the specimen from the holder, rinse in alcohol and blow
dry. Place the foil in a small vial and place the vial into
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This procedure requires a large measure of patience.
Each step requires some trial and error to find the best spe-
cific technique for each different alloy.
For 2 1/4 Cr - 1 m steel the author has had the best
results using a 51 perchloric/95% glacial acetic acid (by
volume) electrolyte, preconditioned by electro-polishing a
small disc [about 3/8" diameter) of the material in a simple
electro chemical cell at 70 VDC until the electrolyte turns a
very light golden green color. Using this solution in the
Electromet at 70 VDC gives current readings of between 12 ma
Cfresh) to 35 ma (old) and results in a very smooth polish.
When the current readings exceed 35 ma, discard the electrolyte
and make a fresh batch.
A word of caution is appropriate. Perchloric is a
strong oxider and the dry powder may be explosive. When
mixing the electrolyte, ensure the outside of the perchloric
bottle is wiped clean.
The pump speeds and polishing times used by this re-
searcher on 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steels were:
First side: 35-45 seconds with a jet speed setting
of "3 1/3 - 4", then 20-40 seconds at
just slightly below "3".
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Second side: 2Q-3Q seconds at "3 1/2 - 4", then just
below "3" until penetration.
Additionally, the specimen holder was always rinsed in
glacial acetic acid prior to the alcohol rinse.
If you are having trouble getting small diameter pene-
trations one technique is to use a cotton swab and put a small
drop of acetic acid on the polished side of the specimen in
step w)
. The surface tension of the liquid adds some strength
to the foil.
There are several other techniques which can be used
if you are having difficulty getting usable foils. Very often
the specimen holder will leak, causing the back side of the
specimen to etch as the other side (the one facing the jet)
is polished. This problem can be alleviated by polishing one
side for 10-15 seconds, stopping the procedure and then po-
lishing the other side for the same short period. Alternating
this way will minimize the etching effects and help give a
smoother, more even surface.
Another technique which will help develop a better
thin area is to bulk thin the specimen by energizing the Elec-
tromet unit and immersing the specimen holder into the
electrolyte. This will evely reduce both sides of the specimen
simultaneously. The polishing occurs fairly quickly so care
must be taken that you don't achieve penetration during this
process. The bulk thinning process can also be used to initially
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reduce the wafer thickness prior to clamping the specimen in
front of the jet for final thinning.
The procedures and polishing conditions described here
have been used successfully on 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo and 52100 steels




Carbide distribution studies using TEM. (Primarily for
ferritic steels.)
2 Equipment/Materials Required
Metallographic mounting equipment and materials, Fullam
evaporator with carbon electrodes and holder (Fig. A6) , 20%
HNO, in ethanol, specimen grids, fine tweezers, large forceps
(preferably stainless steel), two small (approximately 3" dia.
by 1 1/2" deep) glass bowls, small sharp scribe or hobby knife,
plastic specimen vials.
5 . Procedure
a) The methods oulined here apply specifically to
2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel and are an adaptation of the techniques
developed for 52100 steel by LT C. W. Schultz (MS Thesis).
The only modifications made were fine adjustments to the car-
bon deposition conditions due to the very different carbide
morphologies of the two materials.
b) Mount the specimen and polish as you would for
optical metallographic examination.
c) Lightly etch the surface as would be appropriate
for moderately high magnification optical microscopy (400-800X)
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d) Start up the eyaporator in accordance with the
operator 's manual. The warmup times specified are absolute
minimums and should not be curtailed.
e) Place the specimen to be coated in the chamber.
Care should be taken to ensure the specimen is centered under
the arc (i.e. center the specimen under the point of contact
of the electrodes)
.
f) Evacuate the chamber following the manufacturer's
written procedure. Filling the cold trap with liquid nitro-
gen prior to unisolating the diffusion pump from the chamber
will greatly speed the process.
g) Connect the power leads to the electrodes, first
ensuring that the "Filament" switch on the power panel is
turned off.
h) Set the desired potential which, for 2 1/4 Cr - 1
Mo steel, is about 50-55 volts.
i) Energize the "Filament" switch and observe that a
bright, even arc appears immediately. Keep the arc on for
3-4 seconds (again for 2 1/4 Cr - 1 Mo steel) then turn off
the switch.
j) Allow the unit to cool for about thirty seconds,
then break vacuum according to the instructions for the eva-
porator and remove the specimen.




1) Fill a small bowl with. 20% HNO- in ethanol and a
second bowl with, distilled water. Squirt a few ml. of ethanol
into the water to lower the surface tension.
m) The nitric acid will diffuse through the carbon
layer dissolving the metal underneath, and leaving the carbides
untouched and attached to the deposited carbon layer. As the
attack progresses small bubbles will form under the carbon
layer and begin to coalesce.
n) When fairly large bubbles exist (covering about
one grid square) remove the specimen from the acid gently
and carefully palce in the distilled water.
o) The replicas may not float off immediately and
often require in excess of thirty minutes to loosen.
p) As the replicas float off, catch them on small
copper specimen grids using the fine tweezers. Self locking
tweezers are the best for this purpose. Dip the grid into
the water some distance from the replica to be picked up a^id
try to move the grid just next to the replica keeping it just
submerged and at about a 70° angle with the water surface.
Use a scooping motion to retrieve the- replica.
q) Place the replica on a wet paper towel, keeping
the tweezers as nearly parallel to the paper as possible.
This will minimize the tendancy of the canillary action between
the tweezer points to draw the specimen up away from the naper.






There are several aspects of this procedure which, can-
not be explicitly detailed. The phrase "lightly etch" is open
to interpretation. This researcher has general used 6-8 seconds
with 2% nital with fairly reproduceable results. The time and
voltage for carbon deposition will require some modification
if different materials are to be examined. Retrieving the
replicas takes practice.
One final word of caution is appropriate. Carbon
extraction replicas may not always lift all carbides in the
surface. Replicas should be compared with thin foils of the
same material if possible to determine the validity of the
carbide structures observed. Figures A7 and A8 are TEM
micrographs of a thin foil and a carbon replica respectively
of the as heat treated material examined in this work. Note




Figure A-l. Fracture Surface Before Cleaning
Figure A- 2. Fracture Surface After Cleaning
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Figure A-3. Electropolishing Apparatus
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Figure A- 4. Specimen Holder and Specimen
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Figure A-7. Thin Foil of Proeutectoid Ferrite
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